City Steam

City Heat, Book Three Adrianna Kline has
the world at her feet. As the CEO of a
major lingerie corporation bearing her
name, and a long history as a sexually
independent woman, she runs her life on
her own terms. Until, that is, Tristan Locke
shows up in her office. Adriannas first and
only love, Tristan is now in the business of
corporate takeovers and he has his eye on
Adrianna, Inc. But hes prepared to
negotiate. How can Adrianna save her
company? By becoming Tristans willing
sex slave for a night, submitting to his
every whim. Tristan knows that asking
Adrianna to be sexually subservient is like
asking her to stop breathing. Her need to
control everything in her life, including the
sex, contributed to their original break up.
But even fifteen years later, taming
Adrianna is still on his mind. Can
commanding and formidable Tristan bend
Adrianna to his will once and for all? Or
will this night of erotic exploration turn
into the ultimate struggle for power? Note:
The City Heat series is loosely related to
the Hot in the City series, but can definitely
be read as stand-alone books. Also, as the
series name implieshot things happen in the
city! You have been warned City Heat,
Book Four Payton Albright has it allshe
spends her days on a yacht sailing the
Caribbean, with every comfort she could
desire. Except onefreedom. At twenty-six,
Payton is treated like a child by her
wealthy father, kept under his thumb. And
Payton has needsneed shes desperate to
have met. Desperate enough to let her inner
wild child out, desperate enough to seduce
a stranger into the satin sheets on her bed.
The moment Scott Fletcher spots the
beautiful Miss Albright, he knows shes
troublevery tempting trouble. Her father is
Scotts boss, and Scott needs to keep his
job. Yet when Payton propositions Scott,
he cant resist. Soon he discovers theres
more to Payton than meets the eyethe
persuasive wild child turns out to be as
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sweet as she is sexy, and hes more than
happy to be her bedroom tutor. But what
happens if Scott takes one too many
chances with Payton? What happens if hes
caught rolling around in satin sheets with
the bosss daughter?
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